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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello everyone! This is Debbie Campbell at the CARLI Office. Thanks for joining us today as we talk about some optional Alma functionality called Lender of Last Resort, which I’ll sometimes abbreviate as LoLR. The purpose of this webinar is to overview the Lender of Last Resort functionality, discuss some general considerations your institution would want to make before optionally opting-in, and review example daily workflows for processing these materials.



AGENDA

Agenda:
• Overview
• Background Knowledge
• Considerations

• Requests
• Records
• Alma Analytics

• Timelines
• Workflows
• Q & A

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s our agenda for our time together today. I’m joined by Leslie Starasta, the director at Lincoln Christian University. Leslie has been testing the WorldShare Lender of Last Resort functionality at LCC, and during this webinar Leslie will discuss the day-to-day workflow processes they’ve been using, plus additional thoughts and considerations.I’d also like to begin this webinar with my thanks to the PASCAL Consortium in South Carolina for sharing their documentation and experience with us here at CARLI about using WorldShare as a Lender of Last Resort. Their help has made all of the difference.What this meeting is not- today is not the day when we’ll go over the configuration settings to enable Lender of Last Resort. We’ll talk more about those timeline during the Timelines section of the presentation. 



OVERVIEW- WHY WORLDSHARE

Question:

Why OCLC WorldShare Resource Sharing?
(My institution uses ILLiad and/or Tipasa.)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First, a couple of questions to set the frame of this process.One- why is this webinar only about WorldShare? My Institution uses ILLiad and/or Tipasa.Good question! Alma does have the ability to do Lender of Last resort functionality with ILLiad and Tipasa. But- the configuration and setup is more complicated in that each institution using ILLiad or Tipasa may have different configuration settings, so it takes more individualization to set up and troubleshoot. An IT department (whether library IT or campus IT) may need to become involved.We will have a webinar on ILLiad for LoLR in the future, after which we will work with interested libraries in setting up ILLiad LoLR- thank you for your patience as we balance projects within the CARLI Office. Rush University has begun testing lender of last resort with ILLiad, and we appreciate their help and interest.So, please note, if your institution uses ILLiad, you will NOT want to implement the WorldShare LoLR settings; wait for the ILLiad considerations and workflow review webinar.Similarly, if your institution uses Tipasa, you will NOT want to enable the WorldShare settings either. �When sending out the announcement about today’s webinar, the email mentioned we did not yet have an I-Share institution with Tipasa testing LoLR--- from that email we heard from one potentially interested institution and I’ll follow-up with them shortly to review the considerations, so they can see if they want to begin the testing process. Once we’ve had the chance to test Tipasa with I-Share, we anticipate a similar announcement and example workflows webinar.�



OVERVIEW- REPLACEMENT?

Question:

Will this replace my need for logging into 
WorldShare? 

Or for subscribing to ILLiad or Tipasa?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The next question for us here as we start out:�Will this replace my need for logging into WorldShare? Or for subscribing to ILLiad or Tipasa?Nope! It will not replace those services.��We are using the Lender of Last Resort functionality only for the borrowing of returnable items (aka, books, dvds, etc).Any article/non-returnable requests will still need to be handled in WorldShare. Processing OCLC Lending requests will still be handled in WorldShare. And as you’ll see during the LoLR workflows demonstrated later in this presentation, some of the day-to-day steps are performed directly in WorldShare.Regarding subscriptions- ILLiad and Tipasa are both optional services for your instruction, that your institution has selected to subscribe to. �Since the Lender of Last resort functionality is limited to borrowing returnable items, you will likely want to keep ILLiad or Tipasa as a convenience for your patrons.



OVERVIEW- LOLR

Overview:

What is Lender of Last Resort?
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Okay, so what is Lender of Last Resort?�Lender of Last Resort is when we adjust configuration in Alma to add an outside ILL service, that the patron's home library subscribes to (such as WorldShare Resource Sharing, ILLiad, or Tipasa) to the end of the ROTA (aka Alma Lender String) for the patron’s request. Alma can then pass the request into that other ILL service for potential fulfillment, if the item is not available through I-Share. If the item is fulfilled through the other ILL system, the hold, loan, and return of the item can be managed in Alma, and thus display on the patron’s account in Primo VE.Since we’re not looking at those configuration changes today, let’s instead look at some example screenshots of how that shows on a borrowing request in the staff-side of Alma.



BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
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This screenshot shows a typical, current for all of you (except LCC and Rush), borrowing request in I-Share, where Alma has built a lender string from I-Share libraries with an identified-as-available copy of the title.�This is how the request’s ROTA tab looks before Lender of Last resort is enabled.Alma does behind the scenes checks to see which institutions may have a requestable/available copy, and adds them in an unordered lender string.Alma starts the patron’s request at the first institution in the list, waits for that library to respond, and then moves the request to the next institution if the previous lender was unable to fulfill the request.



BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
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In this next screenshot, you’ll notice that last line- row 7. With Lender of Last Resort enabled, Alma has added the WorldShareILL resource sharing partner to the end of the ROTA.If none of the I-Share libraries above the WorldShareILL row are able to fulfill the request (aka the I-Share libraries in rows 1-6), Alma will now pass the request into WorldShare when the end of the list of I-Share libraries in the ROTA is reached. 



BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

Presenter Notes
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Here’s an example of a different type of request- a request that would currently be cancelled�In this screenshot, you’re looking at the “History” tab, because the Rota tab is empty (I didn’t include a screenshot of the empty Rota tab, but notice, there’s no dog-ear on the tab in the screenshot).This is an example of a request where two things happened:�1) This library did not configure Alma to grey out the request button if no copies are available in I-Share, so the patron was able to place the request. This request was then automatically cancelled by Alma when no lender was found. More on those settings in a few slides.2) And second, since Alma was not able to find an I-Share library with an available copy, you can see that the request was cancelled for the reason of “Failed to locate potential suppliers.”



BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

Presenter Notes
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Here’s a similar request, where there were no copies available to be lent to the patron through I-Share.But this screenshot is from LCC where LoLR is set up for WorldShare.�We’re reviewing the ROTA tab for this request- this screenshot shows the ROTA tab- and only one partner is listed- the WorldShareILL.�Alma identified WorldShare as a potential partner to fill this request, so added WorldShare to the Rota.Alma has passed this request over into WorldShare to see if it is able to be filled, rather than automatically canceling the request.



CONSIDERATIONS- REQUESTS

Considerations, if enabled- Requests:
• All* requests for I-Share eligible patrons are 

passed into WorldShare; your WorldShare
setup determines whether you mediate the 
requests.

• Primo VE: I-Share Resource Sharing 
Requesting "Availability" Options 
https://www.carli.illinois.edu/products-
services/i-share/discovery-
interface/resshare-availability
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Okay, we’ve seen some examples of how after configuration, Alma will add the WorldShareILL partner to the lender string.A few things to consider:Since the request is coming from the I-Share request form in PrimoVE, PrimoVE determined the availability of the I-Share request form to begin with.�The asterisk after All* in the first bullet point is to say- the configuration settings available for setting up LoLR do not allow us to add distinctions by item type (so, there’s nothing preventing a patron from requesting a textbook or a reserve item- thus, your reserve and textbook requests will pass over into WorldShare). The asterisk is that we can apply criteria based on the user group- if you wanted to allow WorldShareLoLR for only certain user groups, such as faculty.But, if choosing to limit by user group, library staff would need to keep track of multiple contingent workflows for processing incoming WorldShare returnable items.Your WorldShare setup determines whether or not you mediate the requests before they are assigned a lender string automatically and sent out to potential WorldShare libraries.The second bullet point here for “Primo VE: I-Share Resource Sharing Requesting "Availability" Options”. Many of you may remember the webinar we held in December 2022, to adjust settings for two known issues:#1 Primo VE accepts requests for non-requestable material#2 Users cannot request a physical copy of a title from another I_Share institution when the title is held in electronic format at their institution.�More on the next slide…

https://www.carli.illinois.edu/products-services/i-share/discovery-interface/resshare-availability
https://www.carli.illinois.edu/products-services/i-share/discovery-interface/resshare-availability
https://www.carli.illinois.edu/products-services/i-share/discovery-interface/resshare-availability


CONSIDERATIONS- REQUESTS
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Presentation Notes
And this screenshot is a little bit meta- a PPT slide image within another PPT slide- ha.If you watched that December webinar, you may remember that the settings discussed build upon each other, and that in order to allow your patrons to request a print copy of an E-Owned title, you have to set “Item Availability” to “Mandatory for Requesting.”Enabling LoLR will not affect those decisions.So, if you chose to have CARLI enable the settings in order that your patrons can request print copies of E-Owned Titles, those settings will still work.Essentially, if you enable Lender of Last Resort for WorldShare, then PrimoVE and Alma will always offer the patron the ability to fill out the I-Share request form, even if WorldShareILL is the only potential lender. The Submit button will NOT be greyed out.*Another asterisk here that we have not tested how the greyed-out-request button responds if the LoLR was limited to particular user groups. If a library wanted to do LoLR, and wanted to limit user groups, we would test at that time so they’d know what to expect in Primo VE with the greyed-out, or not, request button.But overall,Alma and Primo VE are NOT searching WorldShare to see if there is actually a requestable copy.Alma and Primo VE assume there will be a requestable copy, and allow the patron to submit the request.You can think back to the screenshot from earlier where the only line in the Rota was WorldShareILL.�Alma and Primo VE allowed the request to be submitted, and then built a Rota with only WorldShareILL. The patron may still be unable to get the item if there is no requestable copy in WorldShare. 



CONSIDERATIONS- RECORDS

Considerations, if enabled- Records:
• Alma will automatically create, and then 

should automatically delete bib/mfhd/item 
records for the OCLC requests processed 
through the LoLR setup. 

• Patron lost items, or items lost in transit 
may need extra attention.
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Another consideration, which is also a pretty neat feature of lender of last resort, and that Leslie will talk about with the workflows, is that Alma will automatically create, and then should automatically delete bib/mfhd/item records for the OCLC requests processed through the LoLR setup. You check the OCLC-borrowed item out to the user’s record in Alma, and they can see the loan on their PrimoVE account.�They will receive notifications from Alma too.So if you’ve been doing manual workflows to have the OCLC loan reflected on the user’s account, Alma can automate at least part of that workflow for you when using LoLR.There will remain situations and workflows that need staff attention and intervention.



CONSIDERATIONS- ANALYTICS

Considerations, if enabled- Analytics:
• Important not to “double-dip” your ILL 

statistics and count them as both Alma and 
OCLC.

• Will need to review Alma Analytics reports 
more closely, checking the resource 
sharing Partner, and the item policy for 
loans.
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Another future-thinking consideration to just place in your memory for now is Alma Analytics.When integrating your OCLC and Alma borrowing requests so closely, you’ll want to be sure you understand your statistics well, so that you do not double-dip your request and ILL loan counts in reports.Some of the configuration choices we’ll make when enabling LoLR will make it easier to identify these transactions.



TIMELINES

Timelines:
• LoLR is optional.
• There is no “sign up by…” deadline; the 

ability to enable WorldShare as a Lender 
of Last resort is ongoing.

• Email support@carli.Illinois.edu if your 
institution is interested.
‘CC I-Share Liaison on the email.

• June- CARLI Staff will schedule review call
• July- implementation can begin
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Okay, now to timelines.First, remember setting up Lender of Last resort is optional. Depending on your workflows and your patrons, it may or may not meet a need at your institution. If you have multiple libraries at your institution, you may need consensus across all of those libraries. �Remember at this time, user group is the only criteria we have to work with as a limiting factor for which I-Share eligible users’ requests are eligible for adding LoLR to the lender string.There is no “sign up by” deadline for enabling Lender of Last resort functionality for WorldShare. If this is something that you’d like to reconsider next semester, next year, a future year, etc- you can wait.If/when you are interested in WorldShare LoLR, please send an email to support@carli.Illinois.edu with your I-Share Liaison sending or cc’d on the message. If that email comes in soon after this webinar, here’s my current timeline:In June, I’ll set up a zoom call with your institution to discuss LoLR and make sure it meets your needs, and to have time for individualized Q&A.Then we’ll set a date starting with July to begin the implementation and configuration.Why July? That’s the start of the typical new fiscal year, which will make statistics easier.This also allows CARLI staff to complete some projects with June deadlines.

mailto:support@carli.Illinois.edu


WORKFLOWS

Workflows

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Alright! I’ll now pass the presentation over to Leslie to talk about workflows and their experience at Lincoln Christian University with WorldShare as Lender of Last Resort. �Afterwards we should have some time for additional Q&A.Thanks Leslie! �One moment here as we trade screensharing.



Q & A 
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